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Law Neutral Chaos
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Character Details

Speed Init

2

Athlete Farmer, dairy
17 23

25 +1

13 +1
13 +1
15 +1
12 +0
7 -1
8 -1

+2
+2
+0

+1

1d8/ III

1d20

Grappling 1d4+1 (dam 1d4 + Training die +1)

spear +2 (dam 1d8 +1)

sling +2 (dam 1d4, 40'/80'/120')

hvy. composite sports +5 (check penalty -4, fumble 1d12_

Birth Augur: Determined by Discordia (Willpower saves, added above)

Training Die: 1d4, added to all athletic skill checks, grapple checks, grapple 
damage

Grappling: On every round that the athlete begins already grappling 
opponent, make a grapple check to inflict graple damage. Large creatures 
only get half their size bonus against the Athlete.

Techniques of Wrestling Prowess: 3 or better on Training die for specific 
wrestling manauver

Scramble: +1 AC while unrestrained & mobile (figured above). Retain 
scramble bonus while prone or grappling, but not when paralized, 
entangled, etc.

Fast Movement: figured above. +50% climbing and swiming movement rates

Athletic Durability: ignore 2 points subdual damage from every attack

Mojo: +1 Mojo for creature downed with grapple damage only

Luck: the Athlete may choose to add Luck mod to athletic skill checks

backpack
20' rope
sport's bottle
ration bar
flashlight
1 lb quality cheese
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2

Blaster Fisherman
12 10

30 +1

7 -1
13 +1
10 +0
15 +1
9 +0
9 +0

+2
+0
+2

+1

1d7/ I

1d20

spear +0 (dam 1d8-1)

crossbow +2 (dam 1d6, 80'/160'/240')

sexy leather +1 (armor check -0, fumble 1d4)

Birth Augur: Led by Sol (perception skill checks)

Spellcasting: Spell Check 1d4+ 1

Spellburn: sacrifice points of physical stats to increase spell check

Patron: Promethius the Fire Bringer

Mojo: +1 Mojo for participating in defeat of enemy with spells/ magical
abilities

Luck: Add Luck mod to corruption + mercurial magic checks

SPELLS

Spellweaver Blast
Blue Streak 
Eldritch Escapology
Howitt's Flexible Form 
Invoke Patron 
Patron Bond 
Supercharge!

backpack
waterproof scroll case
ZeroGee Quiver
20' rope
sport's bottle
ration bar
flashlight
quality knife
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2

Blaster Nobility
10 10

30 +0

10 +0
11 +0
9 +0
15 +1
9 +0
13 +1

+2
+1
+3

+1

1d7/ I

1d20

longsword +1 (dam 1d8)

dagger +1 (dam 1d4)

None (fumble 1d4)

Birth Augur: Chosen of Fortuna (all saving throws, added above)

Languages: English, Latin

Spellcasting: Spell Check 1d4+ 1

Spellburn: sacrifice points of physical stats to increase spell check

Mojo: +1 Mojo for participating in defeat of enemy with spells/ magical
abilities

Luck: Add Luck mod to corruption + mercurial magic checks

SPELLS

Spellweaver Blast
Baffling Haze
Bug Storm
Ragsdale's Force Hand
War Gear 
Weave waterproof backpack

1 alchemest charge
1 smoke bomb
1 vial holy water
small bottle wine
silver holy symbol
bento box lunch
100 gp/ month income
rapier
keys to sports car
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Brawler Marketing Assistant
16 20

25 +0

16 +2
12 +0
14 +1
9 +0
8 -1
11 +0

+1
+2
+0

+1d4

1d14/ III

1d20

spear 1d4+2 (dam 1d8 + deed + 2)

javelin 1d4 (dam 1d6 + deed, 30'/60'/90') 

unarmed strike 1d4+2 (dam 1d5 + deed +2)

chainmail & shield +6 (check penalty -6, fumble 1d12)

Birth Augur: Favored of Ceres (AC, added above)

Mighty Deed of Arms

Unarmed Fighting: free 1d14 unarmed strike per combat round

Full unarmed combat: 1d16/ 1d16 - treated as having 16 agility, only fumble 
on two natural 1s

Toughness: ignore 1 point of damage from each melee attack

Mojo: +1 Mojo point per opponents 2HD + defeated with only brawler's 
unarmed attacks

Luck: add luck mod to unarmed attack & damage rolls

3 javelins
backpack
50' rope + grappling hook
1 day iron rations
battery lantern
Quality Camera
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Brawler College Student
15 18

30 +0

9 +0
16 +2
12 +0
9 +0
7 -1
13 +1

+3
+1
+0

+1d4

1d14/ III

1d20

short bow 1d4+2 (dam 1d6 + deed, 50'/100'/150')

dagger 1d4 (dam 1d4 + deed) 

unarmed 1d4 (dam 1d4 + deed)

light composit sports armor +3 (check penalty -1, fumble 1d8)

Birth Augur: Quickened of Mercury (Reflex Saves, added above)

Mighty Deed of Arms

Unarmed Fighting: free 1d14 unarmed strike per combat round

Full unarmed combat: 1d16/ 1d16 - treated as having 16 agility, only fumble 
on two natural 1s

Toughness: ignore 1 point of damage from each melee attack

Mojo: +1 Mojo point per opponents 2HD + defeated with only brawler's 
unarmed attacks

Luck: add luck mod to unarmed attack & damage rolls

Quiver w 24 arrows
2 alchemist charges
crowbar
Backpack
20' rope
sport's bottle
ration bar
flashlight
School hoodie
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2

Jammer Body mod artist
14 15

30 +0

10 +0
9 +0
12 +0
16 +2
7 -1
11 +0

+1
+1
+2

+2

1d8/ III

1d20

rapier +2 (dam 1d5)

dagger +2 (dam 1d4)

crossbow +2 (dam 1d6, 80'/160'/240')

Micromesh clothing +2 (check penalty -1, fumble 1d6)

Birth Augur: Armed by Vulcan (melee attack rolls)

Chosen Weapon: Rapier (+2 AC while fighting with rapier)

Performence: 1d20 + 4

Disrespect: target must save vs performance check or +3 on attack rollls, 
spell check, damage rolls, and Will saves for 1d3+2 rounds

Devastating Attack: +1d4 dam vs. disrespected opponents

Lionize: Bolster ally with performace check, give bonus for 2 rounds

1            FAIL= opponent gains +1d on next combat action
2-11       no effect
12-13     +1 attack rolls
14-16     +1 attack rolls & Will saves
17-19     +1 attack rolls, Will saves, skill checks
20-22   +2 attack rolls, Will & Reflex saves, skill checks
23-26   +2 attack rolls, Will & Reflex saves, skill checks, +1 spellchecks
27-30   +2 attack rolls, Will & Reflex saves, skill checks, +1 spellchecks & AC
31+        +3 attack rolls, Will & Reflex saves, skill checks, +2 spellchecks & AC

Mojo: +1 mojo per disrespected opponent failed attack or spell check
The jammer may give Mojo AFTER action die roll

quiver w 24 bolts
backpack
20' rope
sport's bottle
ration bar
flashlight
Tats + piercings
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2

Messenger of Pluto Rail Conductor
14 15

20 -1

12 +0
6 -1
10 +0
16 +2
8 -1
12 +0

+0
+1
+3

+2

1d10/ III

1d20

battle axe +2 (dam

spear +3 (dam 1d8 +1)

hvy. composite sports +5 (check penalty -1, fumble 1d12)

Lay on hands (self/ 
teammate)

1-9  Fail, dissaproval
10-11   1 die
12-13   2 die
14-19   3 die
20-21  4 die
22+     5 die

Birth Augur: Vorged of Vulcan (attack & dam with 0-lvl starting weapon, added above)

Scourge: +1d4 dam vs unholy creatures (Dire animals, Elementals, Un-dead, Demons, Devils, 
Lycanthropes, Slimes). Crit vs. Unholy 19-20

Two-Fisted Healing: free 1d14 attack vs. adjacent target when laying on hands

Holy Act: 1d20+4 . Gain dissapproval on failed Holy Act

Holy Act Abilites: Lay On Hands, -Turn Unholy Creatures, Divine Aid, Summon Weapon 
(battle axe),  Bless ally/ self

Check     Blessing Result
1-11          Fail + the messenger's disapproval range increases by 1
12-13       +1 bonus to all attack rolls for 1 encounter. 
14-15       +1 bonus to all attack and damage rolls for 1 encounter.
16-17       +1 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter. 
18-19        +1d3 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter.
20-21       +1d4 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter.
22-23       +1d4 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
24-25      +1d5 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
26-27       +1d6 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
28-29      +1d7 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
30+          +1d8 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.

Mojo: +1 Mojo for bringing ally back from zero HP. +1 Mojo for successful Turn Unholy check

Luck: Apply Luck mod to Lay on Hands + two-fisted healing attack

backpack
silver holy symbol
sport's bottle
ration bar
flashlight
50' rope + grappling hook
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2

Messenger of Apollo Equestrian trainer
16 15

25 +0

14 +1
10 +0
11 +0
14 +1
6 -1
14 +0

+1
+1
+2

+2

1d10/ III

1d20

shortbow +2 (dam 1d6, 50'/100'/150')

club +3 (dam 1d6+1)

chainmail + shield +6 (check penalty -6, fumble 1d12)

Lay on Hands 
(teammate)

1-9 Fail, dissapproval
10-11   1 die
12-13   2 dice
14-19   3 dice
20-21  4 dice
22+      5 dice 

Birth Augur: Commanded of Mars (crit chart checks, adds/ subtracts double normal mod)

Scourge: +1d4 dam vs unholy creatures (Un-dead, Lawful Extra-planar creatures, Lawful 
Holy Warriors, Lawful Dragons, Lawful Messengers ). Crit vs. Unholy 19-20

Two-Fisted Healing: free 1d14 attack vs. adjacent target when laying on hands

Holy Act: 1d20+4 . Gain dissapproval on failed Holy Act

Holy Act Abilites: Lay On Hands, -Turn Unholy Creatures, Divine Aid, Summon Weapon 
(battle axe),  Bless ally/ self

Check     Blessing Result
1-11          Fail + the messenger's disapproval range increases by 1
12-13       +1 bonus to all attack rolls for 1 encounter. 
14-15       +1 bonus to all attack and damage rolls for 1 encounter.
16-17       +1 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter. 
18-19        +1d3 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter.
20-21       +1d4 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks for 1 encounter.
22-23       +1d4 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
24-25      +1d5 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
26-27       +1d6 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
28-29      +1d7 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.
30+          +1d8 bonus to all attack rolls, damage rolls, saving throws, skill checks, and spell 
checks that lasts for 1 turn.

Mojo: +1 Mojo for bringing ally back from zero HP. +1 Mojo for successful Turn Unholy check

Luck: Apply Luck mod to Lay on Hands + two-fisted healing attack

Quiver w 24 arrows
silver holy symbol
backpack
50' rope + grappling hook
1 day iron rations
battery lantern
riding crop
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Speed Init

2

Specialist, Dwarf Miner
15 18

20 +2

9 +0
13 +1
14 +1
6 -1
7 -1
14 +1

+2
+2
-1

+1

1d10/ II

1d20

Hand axe +1 (dam 1d6)

crossbow +1 (dam 1d6, 80'/160'/240')

dagger +1 (dam 1d4)

dagger backstab +4 (dam 1d10 + crit)

chainmail shirt +4 (check penalty -2, fumble 1d10)

Specialist Skills

Backstab +3
Sneak Silently +4
Hide in Shadows +4
Climb Sheer surfaces +4
Pick Lock +6
Find Trap +4
Disable Trap +6

Birth Augur: Imperative of Jupiter (initative, added above)

Dwarf: 60' infravision

Languages: Dwarf, English, The Shale

Luck and Wits: Luck Die 1d4, recover 2 points luck/ night of rest

Underground Skills: +2 to all checks to detect sloping pasageways, secret 
doors involving shifting walls, new construction. Always know approximate 
depth underground

Mojo: Gain +2 Mojo for making disparaging remarks about trap maker to 
camera after successfully disarming trap, bonus if comment is especially 
witting or cutting (Judge's discretion)

backpack
quiver w 24 bolts
crowbar
thieves tools
3 spikes + mallet
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Specialist Halfling Rogue Cook
13 12

20 +1

9 +0
13 +1
9 +0
8 -1
8 -1
14 +1

+2
+1
-1

+1

1d10/ II

1d20

sling +2 (dam 1d4, 40'/80'/120')

dagger +1 (dam 1d4)

dagger backstab +4 (dam 1d10 + crit)

sling backstab +5 (dam 1d8 + crit)

halfling leather +2 (check penalty -0, fumble 1d6)

Specialist Skills

Backstab +3
Sneak Silently +7
Hide in Shadows +8
Climb Sheer Surfaces +4
Pick Lock +4
Find Trap +2
Disable Trap +4
Read Languages +1
Cast Spell from Scroll 1d10

Birth Augur: Invoked of the Kharites (spell checks)

Halfling, 30' infravision

Luck and Wits: Luck Die 1d4, recover 2 points luck/ night of rest

Mojo: +1 Mojo for downing an opponent w backstab, successfully disarming 
trap

backpack
thieves tools
20' rope
sport;s bottle
ration bar
flashlight
Snacks
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Blaster A spell book 

 

SPELLWEAVER BLAST 
 
Level: 1 Range: 30’ or more Duration: Instantaneous  Casting Time: 1 Action
 Save: None or Will vs spell check, see text 

  
General: The blaster weaves magic in the air into a coherent magical attack directed at 
their foes. The blast of destructive energy automatically hits and allows no saving 
throw. The damage is always a die (or dice) designated by the table plus the result of 
the blaster die.  
 
Spellweaver blast gains special effects on higher rolls. Some of these effects do require 
saving throws—in this case target must make a Willpower save versus the spell check 
to resist the special effect.  
 
Special effects that are based on the caster’s blaster die use the same die roll that the 
caster scored when they rolled their spell check.  
 
In some cases, the caster has to choose from multiple effects—in this case they must 
choose different effects (i.e. the caster can’t choose +1d6 damage twice).  Given the 
choice of two, the caster can choose two types of damage (e.g., fire and cold). In this 
case the damage is considered to be both types of damage at once.  
 
The altered effects are listed below: 
 

• Medium Range: The blast has a range of 60’ 

• Long Range: The blast has a range of 120’ 

• Fire: The blast does fire damage. 

• Cold: The blast does cold damage.  

• Stun: Targets must save or be stunned for 1 round. Stunned targets may defend 
themselves but cannot act. 

• 15’/ 30’/ 45’ radius: The blast explodes in the listed radius, effecting all targets in 
the area. Targets caught in the area effect make a Reflex save vs. spell check, 
taking half damage if they succeed.  

• Glitter: Targets are coated in luminescent glitter for a number of rounds equal to 
the caster’s Spell Weaver die check, rendering invisible targets visible and 
reducing all attempts at sneaking or hiding by -2d. No saving throw.  

• Sonic: The blast does sonic damage.  

• Acid: The blast does acid damage. 
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• Divine wrath: The blast does divine/ holy energy damage. The divine energy is 
of the same alignment as the caster, and might have additional effects against 
demons, un-dead, or other creatures.  

• Wall: The blast forms a barrier, formed of a number of 5’ x 5’ panels equal to the 
caster’s blaster die + their Personality bonus. Any creature passing through the 
wall takes damage as if the blast was directed at them, plus any other special 
effects (making saving throws as applicable). The wall lasts for CL + 1d6 rounds 

• Enigma: The target must save or they lose the power of speech for a number of 
rounds equal to the caster’s blaster die.  

 
 

 
Manifestation Spellweaver’s Choice. The spellweaver blast can look like anything 
the caster chooses, as long as it has no physical combat effects—this is appearance only, 
although that appearance could enrage, intimidate, or possibly misdirect. At 1st level the 
spell has a single manifestation chosen by the caster. At 3rd level the blaster can make 
their spellweaver blast manifest in multiple appearances, all along the same theme, e.g., 
all flame or all insect-based. At 5th level the Spellweaver can have any appearance the 
caster wishes, and it can be changed for every blast.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d10: (1) Caster’s hair color changes to match the color/ look of their 
spellweaver blast; (2) Caster grows an extra finger on one hand, possibly preventing 
them from using certain magic items; (3) Caster’s eyes permanently glow—not enough 
to see by, but bright enough to be spotted in the dark; (4) Caster’s skin gains a strange 
sheen, making them look as if made of plastic; (5) One of the caster’s eyes turns a 
completely different color; (6) Purple smoke issues from the caster’s mouth whenever 
they speak; (7) Character’s skin breaks out in magical symbols, which occasionally re-
arrange themselves; (8) Character’s skin becomes scaly and tough, granting them +1 AC 
but greatly diminishing their sense of touch; (9) Character’s physicality completely 
changes—re-roll their Strength, Agility, and Stamina; (10) Character’s grows emaciated 
and is forever scrawny no matter how much they eat, loosing 1 point of Stamina 
permanently.  
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) Blast reverb randomly destroys one non-magical item carried 
or worn by the caster’s nearest ally (determine item randomly); (2) Caster blasts self for 
1d3 dam/ CL; (3) Blaster catches on fire, taking 1d6 damage per round until they spend 
1 round putting themselves out; (4) The miscast spell blows out the caster’s fingertips, 
doing 1d6 points of damage and leaving them unable to lift or grasp with until the 
wound is healed (2 dice magical healing); (5) Roll spell check again—blast now targets 
randomly determined ally; (6) Character blows themselves forward in time, disappears 
from the battlefield for 1d3 rounds, re-rolling initiative when they reappear. 
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1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire 

2-8 Failure, but spell is not lost.  

9-11 Blaster die result + 1d3  

12-13 Blaster die result + 1d4 + medium range  

14-15 Blaster die result + 1d5 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire  

16-17 Blaster die result + 1d6 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire or cold  

18-19 Blaster die result + 1d7 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, or stun 

20-21 Blaster die result + 1d8 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, stun, or 
15’ radius 

22-23 Blaster die result + 1d10 + long range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, or 30’ radius 

24-25 Blaster die result + 2d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, 30’ radius, wall or +1d6 damage 

26-27 Blaster die result + 3d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, 30’ radius, wall, or +2d6 damage 

28 Blaster die result + 4d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 30’ radius, or +2d6 damage 

29 Blaster die result + 5d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 30’ radius, or +3d6 damage 

30 Blaster die result + 6d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 45’ radius, enigma, or +3d6 damage 

31+ Blaster die result + 6d6 + long range + CHOOSE 3: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 45’ radius, enigma, or +3d6 damage 
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Blue Streak 
 
Level: 1 Range: Self, mount, or ally touched Duration: Varies, see below 
 Casting Time: 1 Action Save: None 

  
General: The caster increases the movement speed of the subject. The caster can target 
themselves, an ally, or a mount with blue streak.  The additional benefits of higher-
powered castings of this spell do not apply if the subject is held, grappled, or otherwise 
unable to move.  

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) The subject leaves a literal blue streak behind them as 
the run or move; (2) The subject appears to glide on a moving plane of sparkling lights; 
(3) The subject grows tiny wings on their boots, shoes, or feet; (4) The subject’s lower 
half appears to be a whirling revolution of legs that they motivate on as if they were 
rolling.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) The caster develops a nervous twitch and tendency to jump 
startled at the least provocation, giving them -1d on all Personality rolls for negotiation, 
persuasion, and intimidation; (2) The caster develops heart palpitations and insomnia, 
taking a permanent -1 to Stamina; (3) One of the caster’s legs permanently moves faster 
than the other, causing them to constantly have to re-adjust their gait to avoid running 
in a circle. The caster’s overall movement rate drops by five; (4) The character’s feet 
shrink and become a wide stump, like an elephant’s foot, lowering their movement rate 
by 10’; (5) The character’s voice becomes super-sped up and high pitched; (6) The 
character sweats profusely in all weather and conditions, with its attendant stickiness 
and smell. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d4: (1) The spell’s target flies off in an uncontrolled burst of insane 
speed and ultimately slams into a barrier for 3d6 damage if indoors or winding up 
miles away and exhausted if outdoors; (2) The spell’s target moves in slow motion, 
dropping their move speed to 5’ and giving them a -4 AC and -1d to all attack rolls, for 
1d6 rounds; (3) The caster’s nearest opponent is affected—roll 1d12 + spell weaver die 
result + 10 to see what effect they receive; (4) The character sprints right out of our 
dimension for 1d3 rounds. When they return, they are exhausted as if they have been 
running hard for an hour and take -1d on attack rolls and Stamina based skill checks 
until they can rest for an hour.  
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The subject receives +10 movement rate for CL + 1d4 rounds 
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14-17 The subject’s movement rate doubles for CL +1d6 rounds. In addition, 
the subject receives a +1 bonus to AC.  

18-19 The subject’s movement rate doubles for CL +1d8 rounds. In addition, 
the subject receives +2 to AC and +1 on Reflex saves for the duration.  

20-23 The subject’s movement rate doubles for CL + 1d10 rounds. In addition, 
they receive +4 AC and +2 on Reflex saves for the duration. 

24-27 The subject’s movement rate triples for CL +1d12 rounds. In addition, the 
subject has +4 AC and +3 on Reflex saves. The subject moves so quickly 
they can move up and/ or over vertical surfaces for 1 round—they must 
be on a flat surface at the end of their movement or they will fall.  

28-29 The subject’s movement rate triples for CL +1d14 rounds. In addition, the 
subject has +6 AC and +4 on Reflex saves. The subject moves so quickly 
they can move up and/ or over vertical surfaces, or even across water, 
for 1 round—they must be on a flat, solid surface at the end of their 
movement or they will fall. The character moves so quickly that they 
receive an additional d14 action die, which may be used for combat or a 
skill check, but not spell casting.  

30-31 The subject’s movement rate triples for CL +1d16 rounds. In addition, the 
subject has +6 AC and +6 on Reflex saves. The subject moves so quickly 
they can move up and/ or over vertical surfaces, or even across water, 
for 1 round—they must be on a flat, solid surface at the end of their 
movement or they will fall. The character moves so quickly that they 
receive an additional d16 action die, which may be used for combat or a 
skill check, but not spell casting.  

32+ The subject’s movement rate triples for CL +1d20 rounds. In addition, the 
subject has +6 AC and +6 on Reflex saves. The subject moves so quickly 
they can move up and/ or over vertical surfaces, or even across water, 
for 1 round—they must be on a flat, solid surface at the end of their 
movement or they will fall. The character moves so quickly that they 
receive an additional d20 action die, which may be used for combat or a 
skill check, but not spell casting. 
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Eldritch Escapology 
 
Level: 1 Range: Personal, or see text Duration: Instantaneous, or see below
 Casting Time: 1 Action   Save: None 

  
General: The caster can free themselves from bonds, grappling opponents, paralysis 
effects, or traps with but a word, gesture, or thought.  
 
On a successful spell check, the caster may choose to invoke any effect of equal to or 
less than their spell check, allowing a range of options with every successful casting to 
produce a weaker, but potentially more useful, result.  

 
Manifestation: This spell always manifests as the caster or their allies miraculously 
escaping whatever hold, bonds, or trap they find themselves in.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) A devil claims the caster’s soul, and must be somehow 
appeased, bargained with, destroyed, or outwitted to save their shade from perdition. 
An unbreakable chain and unpickable lock appear about the caster’s neck, a symbol of 
the devil’s claim; (2) Anything the caster locks—apartment door, car, etc.—
automatically unlocks itself 1 minute later; (3) The caster develops severe 
claustrophobia, and panics if forced to spend any time in a small, enclosed space, 
including elevators and small cars, and suffers -1d on all checks until they can escape; 
(4) The caster’s eyebrows knit into a unibrow, that regenerates in one round after being 
plucked or shaved; (5) A former friend, significant other, or family member (non-PC 
ally) locks their heart to the caster, loathing and mistrusting them evermore. Every time 
this result is rolled it effects a different relationship; (6) Keys disappear at the casters 
touch, hiding themselves somewhere devilishly clever in their immediate vicinity. The 
caster can never drive or unlock a door unassisted again. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d4: (1) The caster is paralyzed for 1d3 rounds; (2) Each ally of the 
caster within 60’ must make a Willpower save versus a new spell check, failure means 
they are rooted for 1d3 rounds, able to act but not to move; (3) One further randomly 
determined spell escapes from the caster’s mind and is lost until the next day; (4) One of 
the character’s fingers painfully ties itself in a knot, screwing up the flow of their magic. 
The finger must be broken, reset, and healed—until then they are -1 on all spell checks 
that requires gestures.  
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 Failure, but spell is not lost. 
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14-17 With just a word, the caster is +1d at all attempts to escape a grapple for 
CL rounds. 

18-19 With just a word, the caster automatically escapes from any grapple. 
Further, the caster is +2d on any checks they make to escape a grapple for 
CL rounds. 

20-23 With just a thought, the character escapes any confining trap or bonds 
that has caught them. This can include being stuck in pits, held fast by 
adhesives, chained by handcuffs and similar restraining devices, pinned 
under rocks, or similar. The caster is instantly freed and outside of the 
devices “danger zone.”  

24-25 With just a thought, the character and up to CL allies escape any 
confining trap that has caught them. This can include being stuck in pits 
or behind trap doors, held fast by adhesives, chained in manacles, being 
pinned under rocks, or similar. The caster and affected allies are instantly 
free and outside of the devices “danger zone.” 

26-27 With just a thought, a paralyzed caster can instantly move again, and is 
immune to paralysis for CL rounds.  
 
In addition, at this level the caster can escape from the gullet any creature 
that has swallowed them with just a thought, appearing in a safe location 
up to 30’ from the creature in a puff of smoke.  

28-29 With just a thought, a paralyzed caster and any paralyzed allies within 
60’ are freed from the paralysis effect, and are immune to paralysis for 
CL rounds.  
 
Alternately, the caster can free an ally who has been swallowed by a 
creature. The ally appears in a safe location up to 30’ from the creature in 
a puff of smoke. 

30-31 With only a thought, the caster is instantly reverted from any 
transformed state back to their original self. This works if the caster is 
turned to stone, polymorphed into a different creature, transformed into 
a “were”-creature, or transformed to any other unnatural form.  
 
Alternately, the caster can free up to CL allies who have been swallowed 
by a creature. The ally appears in a safe location up to 30’ from the 
creature in a puff of smoke. 

32+ With only a thought, the caster and any allies within 120’ are instantly 
reverted from any transformed state back to their original selves. This 
works if the caster and their allies are turned to stone, polymorphed into 
a different creature, transformed into a “were”-creatures, or transformed 
to any other unnatural form. This effect works even if the caster and their 
allies are suffering different transformations, e.g., the caster is turned to 
stone, and their allies are turned to swine.  
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Howitt’s Flexible Form© 

 
Level: 1 Range: Self Duration: 6 rounds / CL  Casting Time: 1 Action Save: 
None 

  
General: The caster gains the ability to stretch, shape, and mold their bodies. Howitt’s 

Flexible Form© effects the caster’s clothing and worn items, making them flex along with 

them as long as it remains on the caster’s person.   
 
At higher levels this caster can use this spell to rearrange and repair damage to their 
body, but not damage caused by spellburn.  

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) The caster’s garments turn all primary colors; (2) The 
character’s nose twitches, then their body transforms into a stretched-out version of 
itself; (3) The character crackles their knuckles and neck obscenely deeply, and then 
twists their body into a new shape; (4) The character blows up like a ball, then stretches 
out in all directions.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) The caster’s features are forever malleable. Being struck or 
even just poked or pinched in the face changes their appearance as if they were made 
out of modeling clay, and they have to carefully reset their appearance every day; (2) 
The caster’s torso elongates 6”, but their limbs, head, etc. stay the same size and they 
don’t gain any weight, giving them a strange appearance; (3) One of the caster’s arms 
grows a foot longer, while the other grows a foot shorter; (4) Bludgeoning damage 
makes caster vibrate for a full round like a speed bag, giving them a -1d on attack rolls 
until the vibrations cease; (5) The casters hair ceases to grow or change, and takes on a 
plastic look; (6) The caster shrinks 1-6”. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) The caster and their equipment turn into an amorphous blob, 
incapable of acting, for 1d3 rounds; (2) The caster’s body cracks like a whip, flinging all 
of their equipment 10-30’ away; (3) One of the caster’s limbs turns limp like a wet 
noodle for 1d6 rounds. Roll a d4—(1) right arm (2) left arm, (3) right leg, or (4) left leg.; 
(4) A painful ripple goes through the caster’s semi-transformed body, causing 2d6 
damage and leaving them at -10’ move and -1d on all Stamina checks for 1d6 rounds; 
(5) The caster’s spine bends 90 degrees to the left or right for 1 hour. There is no pain, 
but considerable inconvenience which could affect all kinds of actions; (6) The caster 
transforms into a caricatured cartoon version of themselves for 1d7 rounds. They can 
bounce around and communicate in a silly way, but can neither cast spells nor fight 
effectively. Any attack against the caster during this time puts them out of action for a 
full round, cartoon-style, in addition to any other damage effect they get mashed like an 
accordion, their face gets knocked around to the back of their head, etc. 
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1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The caster becomes extremely flexible. They can easily wriggle out of 
standard bonds to escape from being tied up, and pass through any 
space they can fit their head through. The caster receives +4 on any 
attempts to escape being grappled.  

14-17 The caster becomes hyper flexible. Their body can bend in previously 
impossible ways. They are effectively immune to being grappled or held 
by ropes and bonds and can pass through any space at least 5” in 
diameter. The caster receives a +1 AC bonus.  

18-19 The caster becomes fully malleable. Their body can bend, stretch, and 
compress in previously impossible ways. They are effectively immune to 
being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can slip through narrow 
cracks, and pass through any opening at least ½” wide. Sticky bonds, 
such as spider’s webs, simply slide off their impossible to grip form. The 
caster receives an AC bonus equal to CL.  

20-23 The caster becomes fully malleable. Their body can bend, stretch, and 
compress in previously impossible ways. They are effectively immune to 
being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can slip through narrow 
cracks, and pass through any opening at least ½” wide. Sticky bonds, 
such as spider’s webs, simply slide off their impossible to grip form. The 
caster receives an AC bonus equal to CL +1.  
 
In addition, the caster can stretch their legs and arms up to 5’, allowing 
them to reach things 10’ further away than normal. The caster magically 
retains their Strength and full hit points no matter how thin they stretch 
themselves.  

24-27 The caster becomes impossibly malleable. Their body can bend, stretch, 
and compress in previously impossible ways. They are effectively 
immune to being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can slip through 
narrow cracks, and pass through any opening at least the size of a 
pinhole. Sticky bonds, such as spider’s webs, simply slide off their 
impossible to grip form. The caster receives an AC bonus equal to CL +2.  
 
In addition, the caster can stretch their legs and arms up to 10’, allowing 
them to reach things 20’ further away than normal. The caster magically 
retains their Strength and full hit points no matter how thin they stretch 
themselves.  

28-29 The caster becomes impossibly malleable. Their body can bend, stretch, 
and compress in previously impossible ways. They are effectively 
immune to being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can slip through 
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narrow cracks, and pass through any opening at least the size of a 
pinhole. Sticky bonds, such as spider’s webs, simply slide off their 
impossible to grip form. The caster receives an AC bonus equal to CL +3.  
 
In addition, the caster can stretch their legs and arms up to 20’, allowing 
them to reach things 40’ further away than normal. The caster magically 
retains their Strength and full hit points no matter how thin they stretch 
themselves. They can now reform their extremities into blunt or spiked 
weapons (morningstars, for example), giving them a 1d8 natural attack.  
 
The character can now re-arrange their bodies to such an extent that they 
can heal themselves as a movement action. They can heal a maximum 
amount of hit points of damage equal to CL, and may spread that healing 
out over the duration of the spell (e.g., a 3rd level caster could heal two 
points in one round, and 1 more point before the spell’s duration ends).  

30-31 The caster becomes impossibly malleable. Their body can bend, stretch, 
and compress in previously impossible ways. They are effectively 
immune to being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can slip through 
narrow cracks, and pass through any opening at least the size of a 
pinhole. Sticky bonds, such as spider’s webs, simply slide off their 
impossible to grip form. The caster receives an AC bonus equal to CL +5.  
 
In addition, the caster can stretch their legs and arms up to 40’, allowing 
them to reach things 80’ further away than normal. The caster magically 
retains their Strength and full hit points no matter how thin they stretch 
themselves. They can now reform their extremities as oversized blunt or 
spiked weapons (hammers, for example), giving them a 1d10 natural 
attack.  
 
The character can now re-arrange their bodies to such an extent that they 
can heal themselves as a movement action. They can heal a maximum 
amount of damage equal to their CL +1d6, and may spread that healing 
out over the duration of the spell (e.g., a caster could heal five points in 
one round, and the rest of their healing potential before the spell’s 
duration ends).  

32+ The caster becomes a superhero-level stretching entity. Their body can 
bend, stretch, and compress in previously impossible ways. They are 
effectively immune to being grappled or held by ropes and bonds, can 
slip through narrow cracks, and pass through any opening at least the 
size of a pinhole. Sticky bonds, such as spider’s webs, simply slide off 
their impossible to grip form. The caster receives an AC bonus equal to 
CL +8.  
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In addition, the caster can stretch their legs and arms up to 60’, allowing 
them to reach things 120’ further away than normal. The caster magically 
retains their Strength and full hit points no matter how thin they stretch 
themselves. They can now reform their extremities as comically 
oversized blunt or spiked weapons (wrecking balls, for example), giving 
them a 1d12 natural attack.  
 
The character can now re-arrange their bodies to such an extent that they 
can heal themselves as a movement action. They can heal a maximum 
amount of damage equal to their CL +3d6, and may spread that healing 
out over the duration of the spell (i.e. a caster could heal five points in 
one round, and the rest of their healing potential before the spell’s 
duration ends). The caster can immediately repair broken bones and 
crushed organs, and is immune to Strength, Agility, and Stamina damage 
for the spell’s duration (this has no effect on spell burn).  
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Prometheus Firebringer 

  

Without blood, there is no power. Prometheus Firebringer, the immortal Titan bound to the 

slopes of Mount Everest by Vulcan’s chains, sheds blood eternally for his offenses to the gods. 

Each day at dawn, his liver is torn from his body by a divine eagle, his punishment for sharing 

the fires of creation with mortal kind, granting them magic and giving them the potential to 

match the gods’ themselves.  

 

Through his suffering, Prometheus has learned the secret of turning pain into strength and 

shares that knowledge with his followers. Spellcasters with Prometheus Firebringer for a patron 

are privy to the deepest secrets of spellburn, making them powerful casters. But beware: Those 

who draw on Prometheus Firebringer’s power risk the wrath of the gods who bound him.  

 

Those who would choose the Firebringer as their patron must beware allying oneself with the 

greatest rebel ever to oppose the Gods of Olympus is to court the ire of the god’s themselves. Of 

course, as Prometheus himself cries out every day before the eagle tears out his liver, it’s better 

to burn out than fade away!  

 

 

Invoke Patron check results: 

 

12-13 Prometheus hears your call, but his agony overwhelms him. The Titan’s pain projects 
through the caster, making it an agony for their enemies focus on them, granting a +4 
bonus to AC for CL + 1d6 rounds. 

14-17 The caster chooses one melee weapon (their own or an allies) which becomes endowed 
with the Flames of Agony. Those struck by the weapon suffer an additional 1d3 points 
of Intelligence or Personality damage (caster’s choice).  

18-19 The caster is granted +1d5 to their Strength, Agility or Stamina score (caster’s choice) for 
1d4 rounds. These points may be spellburned normally. 

20-23 The caster is granted +1d8 to their Strength, Agility or Stamina score (caster’s choice) for 
1d4 minutes. These points may be spellburned normally. 

24-27 The caster regains one spell they had lost for the day (caster’s choice). 

28-29 The caster’s invocation distracts Prometheus from his suffering for a precious moment. 
In his gratitude, he channels his power through the caster, granting them a +7 bonus to 
their next attack roll, spell check, or skill check. 

30-31 The caster regains all the spells they had lost for the day.  

32+ The caster receives a vision of Prometheus, head thrown back as he screams his rage, 
focusing his power on the caster. The caster may sacrifice any number of hit points to 
gain a bonus on their next spell as if they were spellburn. 
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Patron Taint: Prometheus Firebringer 

 

When patron taint is indicated for the Firebringer, roll 1d6 on the table below. When the caster 

has acquired all six taints at all levels of effect, there is no need to continue rolling any more.  

Roll Result 

1 As Prometheus is bound by unbreakable chains, the caster is encumbered by the 
weight of those chains. The caster’s movement is permanently reduced 10’.  

2 Olympus sends misfortune and ill luck to the allies of the Firebringer. The caster’s 
team makes Luck checks at 1d penalty, i.e., one die more difficult than normal.  

3 The caster’s soul becomes entwined with Prometheus, and shares in his suffering. 
They bear a permanent wound on their torso, the mark of the God’s punishment. 
Every time the caster attempts to cast a spell they lose 1 hp per spell level.  

4 The caster is bathed in the Flames of Creation. All the hair on their body is burned 
away. 

5 The caster has angered Mighty Jupiter through his alliance with Prometheus. Each 
time the caster casts invoke patron or any of Prometheus’ patron spells, a divine eagle 
appears and slashes the caster’s side, tearing at their liver and inflicting 1d6 damage. 

6 The caster’s alliance with Prometheus has earned them the ire of All-seeing Juno. 
Messengers and clerics of Lawful gods who heal the caster gain 1 disapproval for each 
hit die healed via Lay on Hands. 
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SUPERCHARGE! 

 
Level: 1 Range: 60’ Duration: Variable  Casting Time: 1 Action Save: None 

  
General: You magically boost yourself or an ally to amazing heights of combat prowess! 
 

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) arcane lightning strike transforms target into an even-
more badass version of themselves; (2) super tough theme song plays in background; 
(3) enemies involuntary call out fearful interjections in caster’s native language; (4) 
spirit of predator animal melds with the target, targets eyes transform to animal eye 
type for spell’s duration. 
 
Corruption (1) Caster’s hair turns white, stands u-p on end; (2) The caster can only 
take nutrition from raw meat; (3) The caster grows a fin on their head like an eel; (4) The 
caster attack bonus is reduced by -1; (5) The caster becomes obsessed with physical 
fitness and is a real jerk about it, gaining +1 to Strength and Stamina but losing 1 point 
of Personality over the next 3 months; (6) The caster’s skin turns translucent, appearing 
to be raw muscle and bone.   
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) Roll 1d8 +12 + CL for a Supercharge! spell effect that benefits 
randomly determined enemy; (2) Target receives a -1d penalty on attack rolls for 1d4 
rounds; (3) Caster grows heavy, slow and sluggish, and are only capable of half moves 
and 1 action every other round for 2d3 rounds; (4) Caster takes 1d6 electrical damage, 
does 1 point of electrical damage to anything they touch for 1d3 rounds. (5) The caster 
suffers a total dissociation episode, exercises in place for 1d3 rounds ignoring 
everything including any damage they take; (6) All enemies take +1d on attack rolls for 
1d3 rounds.  
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The caster grants themselves or an ally a +1 bonus on attack and damage 
rolls for one round.  

14-17 The caster grants themselves or an ally a +2 bonus on attack rolls, 
damage rolls, and saving throws for a 1d3 + CL rounds.  

18-19 Supercharge! Caster or ally gains +1d on attack rolls, and a +2 on damage 
rolls, other action die rolls, and saving throw for 1d4 + CL rounds.  

20-23 Supercharge XXL! Caster or ally gains +1d on attack rolls, and a +2 on 
damage rolls, other action die rolls, and saving throw for 1d4 + CL 
rounds. In addition, the subject gains a +5’ movement rate for the 
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duration of the spell.  

24-27 Turbocharge! Caster or ally gains +2d on attack rolls, and a +2 on 
damage, saving throws, and other action die rolls for 1d4 + CL rounds. In 
addition, the subject gains +10’ movement rate for the duration of the 
spell.  

28-29 Megacharge! Caster or ally gains +2d on attack rolls, and a +3 on 
damage, saving throws, and other action die rolls for 1d4 + CL rounds. In 
addition, the subject gains +15’ movement rate for the duration of the 
spell. 

30-31 Ultracharge! Caster or ally gains +2d on attack rolls, and a +4 on damage, 
saving throws, and other action die rolls for 1d6 + CL rounds. In 
addition, the subject gains +20 movement rate for the duration of the 
spell, and may leap up to 20’ straight up or 40’ in a running broad jump.  

32+ Shift X! Caster or ally gains +2d on attack rolls, and a +6 on damage, 
saving throws, and other action die checks for 1d10 + CL rounds. In 
addition, the subject gains +20 movement rate for the duration of the 
spell and may leap straight up 30’ or up to 60’ in a running broad jump.  

!  
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Blaster B Spellbook 

 

SPELLWEAVER BLAST 
 
Level: 1 Range: 30’ or more Duration: Instantaneous  Casting Time: 1 Action
 Save: None or Will vs spell check, see text 

  
General: The blaster weaves magic in the air into a coherent magical attack directed at 
their foes. The blast of destructive energy automatically hits and allows no saving 
throw. The damage is always a die (or dice) designated by the table plus the result of 
the blaster die.  
 
Spellweaver blast gains special effects on higher rolls. Some of these effects do require 
saving throws—in this case target must make a Willpower save versus the spell check 
to resist the special effect.  
 
Special effects that are based on the caster’s blaster die use the same die roll that the 
caster scored when they rolled their spell check.  
 
In some cases, the caster has to choose from multiple effects—in this case they must 
choose different effects (i.e. the caster can’t choose +1d6 damage twice).  Given the 
choice of two, the caster can choose two types of damage (e.g., fire and cold). In this 
case the damage is considered to be both types of damage at once.  
 
The altered effects are listed below: 
 

• Medium Range: The blast has a range of 60’ 

• Long Range: The blast has a range of 120’ 

• Fire: The blast does fire damage. 

• Cold: The blast does cold damage.  

• Stun: Targets must save or be stunned for 1 round. Stunned targets may defend 
themselves but cannot act. 

• 15’/ 30’/ 45’ radius: The blast explodes in the listed radius, effecting all targets in 
the area. Targets caught in the area effect make a Reflex save vs. spell check, 
taking half damage if they succeed.  

• Glitter: Targets are coated in luminescent glitter for a number of rounds equal to 
the caster’s Spell Weaver die check, rendering invisible targets visible and 
reducing all attempts at sneaking or hiding by -2d. No saving throw.  

• Sonic: The blast does sonic damage.  

• Acid: The blast does acid damage. 
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• Divine wrath: The blast does divine/ holy energy damage. The divine energy is 
of the same alignment as the caster, and might have additional effects against 
demons, un-dead, or other creatures.  

• Wall: The blast forms a barrier, formed of a number of 5’ x 5’ panels equal to the 
caster’s blaster die + their Personality bonus. Any creature passing through the 
wall takes damage as if the blast was directed at them, plus any other special 
effects (making saving throws as applicable). The wall lasts for CL + 1d6 rounds 

• Enigma: The target must save or they lose the power of speech for a number of 
rounds equal to the caster’s blaster die.  

 
 

 
Manifestation Spellweaver’s Choice. The spellweaver blast can look like anything 
the caster chooses, as long as it has no physical combat effects—this is appearance only, 
although that appearance could enrage, intimidate, or possibly misdirect. At 1st level the 
spell has a single manifestation chosen by the caster. At 3rd level the blaster can make 
their spellweaver blast manifest in multiple appearances, all along the same theme, e.g., 
all flame or all insect-based. At 5th level the Spellweaver can have any appearance the 
caster wishes, and it can be changed for every blast.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d10: (1) Caster’s hair color changes to match the color/ look of their 
spellweaver blast; (2) Caster grows an extra finger on one hand, possibly preventing 
them from using certain magic items; (3) Caster’s eyes permanently glow—not enough 
to see by, but bright enough to be spotted in the dark; (4) Caster’s skin gains a strange 
sheen, making them look as if made of plastic; (5) One of the caster’s eyes turns a 
completely different color; (6) Purple smoke issues from the caster’s mouth whenever 
they speak; (7) Character’s skin breaks out in magical symbols, which occasionally re-
arrange themselves; (8) Character’s skin becomes scaly and tough, granting them +1 AC 
but greatly diminishing their sense of touch; (9) Character’s physicality completely 
changes—re-roll their Strength, Agility, and Stamina; (10) Character’s grows emaciated 
and is forever scrawny no matter how much they eat, loosing 1 point of Stamina 
permanently.  
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) Blast reverb randomly destroys one non-magical item carried 
or worn by the caster’s nearest ally (determine item randomly); (2) Caster blasts self for 
1d3 dam/ CL; (3) Blaster catches on fire, taking 1d6 damage per round until they spend 
1 round putting themselves out; (4) The miscast spell blows out the caster’s fingertips, 
doing 1d6 points of damage and leaving them unable to lift or grasp with until the 
wound is healed (2 dice magical healing); (5) Roll spell check again—blast now targets 
randomly determined ally; (6) Character blows themselves forward in time, disappears 
from the battlefield for 1d3 rounds, re-rolling initiative when they reappear. 
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1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire 

2-8 Failure, but spell is not lost.  

9-11 Blaster die result + 1d3  

12-13 Blaster die result + 1d4 + medium range  

14-15 Blaster die result + 1d5 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire  

16-17 Blaster die result + 1d6 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire or cold  

18-19 Blaster die result + 1d7 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, or stun 

20-21 Blaster die result + 1d8 + medium range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, stun, or 
15’ radius 

22-23 Blaster die result + 1d10 + long range + CHOOSE: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, or 30’ radius 

24-25 Blaster die result + 2d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, 30’ radius, wall or +1d6 damage 

26-27 Blaster die result + 3d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, 30’ radius, wall, or +2d6 damage 

28 Blaster die result + 4d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 30’ radius, or +2d6 damage 

29 Blaster die result + 5d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 30’ radius, or +3d6 damage 

30 Blaster die result + 6d6 + long range + CHOOSE 2: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 45’ radius, enigma, or +3d6 damage 

31+ Blaster die result + 6d6 + long range + CHOOSE 3: fire, cold, stun, glitter, 
sonic, acid, divine wrath, 45’ radius, enigma, or +3d6 damage 
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Baffling Haze 
 
Level: 1 Range: Varies Duration: Varies Casting Time: 1 Action Save: 
Varies 

  
General: The caster creates a cloud of swirling vapors in vibrant, ever-changing colors. 
Visibility in the cloud is reduced to 5 feet, and the chaotic swirl of colors makes combat 
difficult for the affected, reducing their attacks by -1d on the chain, and making missile 
fire or targeting with spells beyond 5’ away all but impossible. At higher 
manifestations, the caster, and eventually their allies, remain unaffected by the cloud. 
The caster can dismiss this spell at any time with a snap of their fingers.  
 
Creatures in the baffling haze cloud, that are not affected by it, have a very easy time 
sneaking up on creatures that are affected by it, gaining +1d on all attempts to sneak or 
hide.  
 
There is no saving throw for creatures within the cloud designated as affected by the 
caster, but higher level effects do require saves, see below.  
 
Baffling haze has the advantage of being visible but translucent to AVS cameras, so 
folks watching Xcrawl at home can see that there is a spell in effect, but still follow the 
action within. 

 
Manifestation: Baffling Haze always manifests as described above.   
 
Corruption Roll 1d4: (1) Colorful vapors swirl out of PCs mouth whenever they speak; 
(2) caster’s hair and skin becomes multicolored and swirled; (3) caster becomes allergic 
to the vapors created by this spell, and takes 1 point of Stamina damage from contact 
with the vapors which fades away after 1 hour after exposure; (4) caster loses color 
vision, sees only in black and white from then on. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d3: (1) The caster summons a personal baffling haze that affects 
themselves as above for 1d6 rounds; (2) Baffling haze effects all the casters teammates in 
a personal cloud of the haze, that effects them as above, but does not affect the caster or 
their opponents; (3) The caster causes a purple-smoked explosion, taking 1d3 + 1d3 
points per point of Spellburn sunk into this casting. 
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire (1-2) Corruption (3+) Misfire  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The cloud has a 15’ radius and is initially centered on the caster, lasting 
for 1d6 rounds. The cloud remains fixed to its location – the caster can 
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move away from it, but the cloud remains. 

14-17 The cloud has a 20’ radius, centered on a fixed point within 30’ of the 
caster, and lasts for 1d6+CL rounds.  

18-19 The caster creates a 30’ radius cloud centered on a point they choose 
within 60’ and lasts for 1d6+CL rounds. The caster can change the 
cloud’s position as a move action—the cloud moves at a speed of 30’, 
leaving swirling colored tendrils in its wake. The spellcaster is not 
affected and can see through the baffling haze perfectly even when 
standing in its area of effect.  

20-23 The caster creates a 30’ radius cloud centered on a point they choose 
within 60’. The caster can change the cloud’s position as a move action—
the cloud moves at a speed of 60’, and in motion becomes a confusing 
blur of color. The duration is CL +2d6 rounds. The caster chooses a 
number of allies’ equal to their CL who remain unaffected by the baffling 
haze, along with themselves.   

24-27 The caster creates a 30’radius cloud centered on a point they choose 
within 60’. The caster can change the cloud’s position as a move action—
the cloud moves at a speed of 30’, leaving swirling colored tendrils in its 
wake. The cloud lasts for 1 turn. The caster chooses exactly who is 
affected and who is not, so they and all of their allies plus any other 
creatures the caster chooses can see through the cloud as if it were not 
there.  

28-29 The caster creates a 30’ radius cloud centered on a point they choose 
within 120’. The caster can change the cloud’s position as a move 
action—the cloud moves at a speed of 30’, leaving swirling colored 
tendrils in its wake. The cloud lasts until the caster dispels it with a word, 
or as long as the caster remains conscious. The caster chooses exactly 
who is affected and who is not—all of their allies plus any creatures the 
caster chooses can see through the cloud as if it were not there.  
 
In addition, any enemy that begins its round in the area of the cloud and 
moves out of the area must make a Reflex save (DC 15 + CL); failure 
means that creature continues to be affected—a colorful swirl of mist 
latches around them and follows them wherever they go, reducing their 
visibility to 5’and their attack rolls by -1d, and making missile fire at 
targets farther than 5’ away practically impossible.  

30-31 The caster creates a 30’ radius cloud centered on a point they choose 
within 120’. The caster can change the cloud’s position as a move 
action—the cloud moves at 90’, zipping from location to location with 
shocking speed. The cloud lasts until the caster dispels it with a word or 
loses consciousness. The caster chooses exactly who is affected and who 
is not—they and all their allies, plus any other creatures the caster 
chooses can see through the cloud as if it were not there.  
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In addition, any enemy that begins its round in the area of the cloud and 
moves out of the area must make a Reflex save versus spell check; failure 
means the target continues to be affected—a colorful swirl of mist latches 
around them and follows them wherever they go, reducing their 
visibility to 5’and their attack rolls by -1d, and making missile fire at 
targets farther than 5’ away practically impossible. 

32+ As 30-31 above, but the caster can dispel the charge on their turn by 
turning it into a blast of pure magical force. Everyone effected by the 
cloud takes magical force damage equal to (CL + Personality mod) x 1d4. 
The caster and their allies and chosen non-targets remain unaffected. 
Detonating the cloud dispels the effect. 
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Bug Storm 
 
Level: 1 Range: 30’ or more Duration: See Below  Casting Time: 1 Action
 Save: See text 

  
General: You summon swarms of bugs to distract, attack, or even carry away your foes.  
 

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) The bugs fly out in a stream from the caster’s sleeves, 
pockets, or bag; (2) Caster lets out a high-pitched buzz which summons insects from 
every direction; (3) The insects seem to spontaneously generate from the floor and 
walls; (4) Caster opens their mouth wide and the insects issue forth. 
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) You gain a physical insect feature—huge bug eyes, antennas, 
mandibles, etc. The features are non-working, i.e. cosmetic only. Every time this result 
is attained the caster gains another insect feature; (2) The caster is constantly 
surrounded by a cloud of flies. It takes two weeks to get used to their presence; until 
then the caster is -1 on spell checks; (3) The caster becomes deathly allergic to insect 
poison. Any failed save against any bug-like creature’s venom sends you into helpless 
physical spasms for 1d6 rounds; (4) Mighty Ceres, Goddess of the Harvest, is piqued at 
the magician’s misuse of precious insects. The caster takes a permanent -1 on all checks 
to cast bug storm until they agree to some form of penance, possibly including helping 
farmers or donating a hefty sum of gold to the Temple; (5) The caster can no longer take 
nourishment from normal food—only insects can sustain them; (6) The character’s voice 
develops a distinctive buzz. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) The caster is covered in stinging, biting insects for 1d4 
rounds, taking 1d4 points of damage per round and suffering a -2d penalty die on all 
attack and spell check rolls; (2) A random ally is covered in stinging, biting insects for 
1d4 rounds, taking 1d4 points of damage per round and suffering a -2d penalty die on 
all attack and spell check rolls; (3) Devouring insects destroy 1d3 random non-magical 
items on the caster’s person in a single round; (4) Insect eggs appear under the caster’s 
skin, bursting forth with larvae and causing 1d4 Stamina damage; (5) The character’s 
ears fill with an incessant buzzing, rendering them effectively deaf for 1d4 hours; (6) 
Gossiping bees carry the caster’s secrets to a rival, enemy, or paparazzo. The caster 
could find themselves exposed, ostracized, or even in real danger.  
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 A cloud of insects swarm around a target within 30’ for 1d3 rounds, 
distracting them. Victims must make a Reflex save vs spell check every 
round or take a -1d penalty on attacks, spell casting, skill checks.  
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The insect swarm has 1d6 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but will almost 
certainly injure the Bug Storm’s target as well.  

14-17 A cloud of stinging insects swarms around an opponent up to 30’ away 
for 1d3 + CL rounds, creating a painful distraction. The victim must 
make a Reflex save vs spell check ever round or take 1 point of damage 
and a -1d penalty on attacks, spell casting, and skill checks.  
 
The insect swarm has 2d6 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but will almost 
certainly injure the target as well. 

18-19 A cloud of stinging insect’s swarms around an opponent up to 45’ away.  
The swarm lasts for CL +1d3 rounds. The target must make a Reflex save 
vs spell effect every round or take 1d4 points of damage per round and 
take a -1d penalty on attacks, spell casting, and skill checks.  
 
The insect swarm has 2d6 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but may harm 
the target as well.  

20-23 A cloud of stinging insect’s swarms around a maximum number of 
opponents equal to 1d3 + the casters Personality mod(minimum 1), all of 
whom must be within 60’ of the caster. The swarms last for CL +1d4 
rounds, during which time victims must make a Reflex save vs spell 
check every round or take 1d6 points of damage and a penalty of -1d on 
attacks, spell casting, and skill checks  
 
Each insect swarm has 1d6+6 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but may harm 
the target as well. 

24-27 The caster summons a horrific cloud of insects which swarm in a 20’ 
radius of a point designated by the caster up to 60’ away, affecting all 
targets within. The swarm lasts for CL +1d7 rounds. The caster can 
mentally command the swarm to move up to 60’ per round as a move 
action, to switch or pursue targets.   
 
All creatures in the cloud take a -2d penalty on attacks, spell casting, and 
skill checks while they remain within the cloud, and take 2d6 points of 
damage per round. Creatures within the cloud can make a Reflex save 
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versus the spell check every round for half damage.  
 
The insect swarm has 2d6 +12 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but may 
damage targets within the swarm as well.  

28-29 The caster summons a terrifying cloud of insects which swarm in a 30’ 
radius of a point designated by the caster within 60’, affecting all targets 
within. The swarm lasts for CL+ 1d8 rounds. The caster can mentally 
command the swarm to move up to 60’ per round as a move action, to 
switch or pursue targets. All creatures in the cloud take a -2d penalty on 
attacks, spell casting, and skill checks while they remain within the 
cloud, and take 2d6 points of damage per round, with a Reflex save 
versus spell check for half damage.     
 
In addition, the swarm is so dense and destructive that it can gum up or 
destroy machinery. The cloud instantly fouls up simple machines such as 
crossbows and wagons, which must be cleaned and rebuilt before they 
can operate again. The cloud fouls up complicated machines such as 
intake engines, vehicles, and turbines in 1d4 rounds, which likewise must 
be serviced and cleaned before they can operate again.  
 
The insect swarm has 4d6+12 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but may 
damage targets within the swarm as well. 

30-31 The caster summons an unholy swarm of supernatural insects. The 
swarm targets one creature at a time and lasts for 1d12 + CL rounds. The 
caster can mentally command the swarm to move up to 60’ per round as 
a move action, to switch or pursue targets.   
 
The targeted creature takes a -3d penalty on all attack rolls, spell checks, 
and skill checks, and takes 3d6 damage per round, with no save possible.  
 
In addition, if the creature is less than three times the size of a human, it 
must make a Reflex save versus spell check or be lifted bodily off the 
ground. The target may use their full action to make the same Reflex save 
each round to get free. The caster can move the swarm carrying their 
opponent wherever they like given the spell’s duration and the swarm’s 
movement rate.  
 
The insect swarm has 5d6+18 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
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energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but may 
damage targets within the swarm as well. 

32+ The caster summons a nightmare cloud of supernatural insects which 
swarm in a 50’ radius. The caster decides which targets in the swarm are 
affected; the swarm ignores allies. The swarm lasts for CL+ 1d12 rounds. 
The caster can mentally command the swarm to move up to 60’ per 
round as a move action, to switch or pursue targets.   
 
All creatures in the cloud take a -2d penalty on attacks, spell casting, and 
skill checks , and take 3d6 points of damage per round with no saving 
throw possible.     
 
In addition, the swarm is so dense and destructive that it can gum up or 
destroy machinery. The cloud instantly fouls up simple machines such as 
crossbows and wagons, which must be cleaned and rebuilt before they 
can operate again. The cloud fouls up complicated machines such as 
intake engines, vehicles, and turbines in 1d4 rounds, which likewise must 
be serviced and cleaned before they can operate again.  
 
The insect swarm has 6d6+24 hit points, the same saving throws as the 
caster, is immune to most weapons, but can be injured by fire and similar 
energy attacks. Destroying the swarm ends the spell early but will likely 
damage targets within the swarm as well. 
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Ragsdale’s Force Hand© 

 
Level: 1 Range: Varies Duration: Varies Casting Time: 1 Action Save: 
See text 

  
General: The caster creates an expression of force that can move, shove, strike, or 
manipulate creatures and objects, depending on the spell check result.  
 
This spell has a material component—20 gp note marked with the caster’s personal 
symbol, that disappears at the time of casting.  
 
On a successful spell check, the caster may choose to invoke any effect of equal to or 
less than their spell check, allowing a range of options with every successful casting to 
produce a weaker, but potentially more useful, result. 
 

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) The hand is a green glowing entity of force; (2) The 
force hand appears to be the caster’s own hand, attached to their chest with a thin silver 
cord; (3) The force hand appears to be a disembodied monkey’s paw; (4) The force is 
completely invisible. 
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) The caster develops severe pains in their adroit hand, giving 
them a -1d on attack and damage in melee combat; (2) The caster grows a second hand 
on one wrist; (3) The failed spell disrupts the caster’s mind-body balance. They lose a 
point of Strength but gain a +1 check on casting this spell. Every time this result occurs 
the caster loses more Strength and gains power with this spell; (4) A hand-shaped wine 
stain birthmark appears on the caster’s face; (5) One of the caster’s hands turns into a 
two-clawed beast paw capable of a 1d6 damage claw attack. That hand is clumsy and 
cannot write nor manipulate fine objects; (6) The caster gains the hairy, inverted-knee 
legs of a satyr and a kooky theme song that follows them around.   
 
Misfire Roll 1d6: (1) The force of the failed spell breaks the caster’s arm. They take 
1d6 points of damage and the arm is useless until healed; (2) The force swings around 
and strikes the caster for 2d6 damage; (3) An unseen force begins to strangle a random 
ally. It takes a DC 16 Strength check to break them free—until then they take 1d3 points 
of damage per round and begin to smother; (4) The force hand shoots out at some 
innocent target—a referee, or a cameraman, or other, bowling them over and causing 
1d4 damage; (5) The force snatches up the caster’s most prized possession they carry 
and gives it to an enemy; (6) The caster is lifted 10’ into the air for 1d6 rounds, where 
they dangle until the force drops them to the ground. 
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
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Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The caster can manipulate small objects, as if by an invisible hand. The 
maximum weight the caster can manipulate with this spell is equal to 10 
lb. + 10 lb. per CL, at a maximum range of 30’ with a maximum duration 
of 6 rounds.  

14-17 A force hand shoves an opponent away. The target must make a 
Fortitude save vs. the spell check. On a failed save the target is shoved 
back 15’. If the target attempts to advance on the caster, they suffer a -10’ 
movement penalty and a -1d on all hand-to-hand attacks against the 
caster for CL rounds.  

18-19 A force hand shoves an opponent away really hard. On a failed save the 
target is shoved back 30’. If the target attempts to advance on the caster, 
their movement is reduced to a maximum of 10’, and the target takes a -4 
penalty on all hand-to-hand attacks against the caster for CL +1d6 
rounds. 

20-23 The force hand slams against an opponent within 90’. The fist strikes 
with attack roll equal to the caster’s total spell check. On a successful 
strike the attack does 1d6+ 1/CL damage. This iteration of Ragsdale’s 

Force Hand© is superlative at smashing down stationary objects, such as 

doors. If the spell is used to smash a door down, treat the effect as a 
strength check equal to the spell check against the object.  

24-27 The force hand slams against an opponent within 90’. The fist strikes 
with attack roll equal to the caster’s total spell check. On a successful 
strike the attack does 1d6/ CL damage. This iteration of Ragsdale’s Force 

Hand© is superlative at smashing down stationary objects, such as doors. 

If the spell is used to smash a door down, treat the effect as a strength 
check equal to the spell check against the object. 

28-29 The force hand shoves the target with irresistible force for CL +3d6 
rounds. Any one non-fixed target (i.e. creatures on the ground or in the 
air, but not walls or features of the terrain) within 120’ are shoved away 
from the caster at 30’ per round. Shoved against a solid object, the target 
takes 2d6 points of damage per round. The judge may determine that 
some colossal beings, such as huge dragons or kaiju, are either unaffected 
or subject to a reduced effect. As a full round action, the target can make 
escape the clutch of this spell with a successful grapple check vs (20 + 
CL) to escape.  
 
If the target escapes or dies, the caster can attempt to grab another 
opponent in range with the spell (including the original target), making a 
grapple check at d20 + CL+ blaster die. 

30-31 The target is caught in a grip like an occult hand, and can be moved 
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around by the caster at 30’ per round. As a full round action, the target 
can attempt to escape the clutch of this spell with a successful grapple 
check vs (24 + CL) to escape. Targets forced against unyielding object 
take 1d6/ CL damage per round. If the target escapes or dies, the caster 
can attempt to grab another opponent in -range with the spell (including 
the original target), making a grapple check at d24 + CL+ blaster die. 
 

Rather than move the target, the caster can use Ragsdale’s Force Hand© to 

simply crush them for 1d6/ CL damage per round. The target can still 
attempt to escape as above. This effect lasts for CL +2d6 rounds 

32+ The Ragsdale’s Force Hand© becomes a fist as large as a wrecking ball that the 

caster can use to demolish targets. The Force Hand lasts for CL +2d6 rounds and 

has a range of 90’. The attack smashes a 10’ square area, hitting up to 4 adjacent 

man-sized targets in the area. On a successful attack the Force Hand does 1d6 + 

1d6/CL damage. Targets may make a Reflex save versus spell check – on a 

successful save they have leapt out of the area and take no damage.  

  
The Force Hand can be used as a battering ram against rigid, stationary 
objects (such as walls or features of the terrain). In this case it 
automatically hits and does 2d6 damage/ CL per strike. 
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War Gear 
 
Level: 1 Range: Self Duration: Varies, see below  Casting Time: 1 Action
 Save: None 

  
General: The caster summons enchanted armor to protect and aid them in combat. War 
gear never adds to encumbrance, reduces movement rate, or gives a spell check penalty. 
The gear can have whatever armor look the caster likes. War gear never “stacks” with 
itself—higher result castings block or cancel lower result castings.  

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) An 80’s song plays while the caster puts their gear on, 
one piece at a time, in a time-lapse montage; (2) A curtain appears around caster, then 
falls to reveal the caster in full gear; (3) the caster seems to unzip themselves from head 
to toe, and their old appearance falls away to reveal them in their war gear; (4) The caster 
points, and all enemies look to see what they are pointing at. But when their foes look 
back... Bam! War gear!  
 
Corruption Roll 1d4: (1) The caster’s skin turns camo; (2) The caster develops a terrible 
allergy to all fabrics other than summoned magical clothing, e.g., clothes created by war 
gear or weave. The itching and irritation inflict a -1 penalty on spell checks; (3) Mundane 
weapons the caster possesses disappear from their person as soon as the caster’s 
attention is elsewhere; (4) Terrible Mars takes the caster’s possession of this spell as a 
personal affront. Make a Luck check whenever war gear is cast—on a failed check Mars 
evens the odds by giving a randomly-determined enemy a special weapon or attack, 
and sets the subject’s heart on destroying the caster. 
 
Misfire Roll 1d3: (1) Roll again with a minimum result of 13—the resulting war 
gear appears on one of the caster’s opponents, specially tailored to fit their form; (2) 1d3 
pieces of the caster’s equipment randomly disappears, only to be found much later after 
the caster has no more use for it; (3) An article of the caster’s clothes begins to choke 
them out, causing 1 point of damage per round until the caster can remove the 
offending article with a DC 13 Strength check or by some other means.  
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The caster conjures a basic protective suit, granting +1 AC for 1 minute.  

14-17 The caster conjures a protective armored suit, granting a +3 AC for 1 
minute.   

18-19 The caster conjures some very decent war gear, granting a +4 AC for CL 
minutes. In addition, the gear comes with built-in climbing spikes, 
granting a +1 on any climb checks.  
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20-23 The caster conjures some very decent war gear, granting a +4 AC for 1 
turn. In addition, the gear comes with built-in climbing spikes, granting a 
+1 on any climb checks. The armor is also magically silenced and 
camouflaged against whatever area the caster stands against, granting a 
+1d on all attempts to hide or sneak.  

24-27 The caster conjures some top shelf war gear, granting a +4 AC for CL 
turns. The gear grants +1d on all attempts to hide, sneak, or climb, 
magically adapting itself to assist in either task.  
 
In addition, the war gear is covered in pouches, and the caster can attempt 
to retrieve up to 3 pieces of standard equipment from them over the 
duration of the spell. The caster must make a Luck check—success means 
they find the equipment they seek, with a failed attempt counting as one 
of their three possible pieces. The equipment can be no weapon other 
than a dagger, be no larger than a first aid kit, and can only be equipment 
that is permissible for a standard Xcrawl event, e.g., no acid, lockpick 
guns, etc. Specific items, such as a key that would unlock a specific door, 
cannot be conjured.  
 
The gear also comes with a built-in weapon—a retractable claw that pops 
out of the back of the glove/ gauntlet. The caster is proficient with the 
claw for the duration of the effect. The claw does 1d6 damage on a 
successful strike.  

28-29 The caster conjures some amazing war gear, granting a +5 AC for CL 
turns. The gear grants +1d on all attempts to hide, sneak, climb, or swim, 
magically adapting itself to assist in those tasks as needed.  
 
In addition, the war gear is covered in pouches, and the caster can 
attempt to retrieve up to 6 pieces of standard equipment from them over 
the duration of the spell. The caster must make a Luck check—success 
means they find the equipment they are seek, with a failed attempt 
counting as one of their six pieces. The equipment can be no weapon 
other than a dagger, can be no larger than a 50’ coil of rope with a 
grappling hook, and can only be equipment that is permissible for a 
standard Xcrawl event, e.g., no acid, lockpick guns, etc. Specific items, 
such as a piece of paper with the answer to a riddle that is giving the 
team a hard time, cannot be conjured.  
 
The war gear also comes with a built-in weapon—a launcher that fires 
sharp bladed whirling projectiles shaped like the caster’s personal 
symbol. Attacking with the launcher is a standard ranged attack with a 
range of 40’/60’/80’ for 1d6 damage, and the launcher never runs out of 
ammo. The caster is proficient with the launcher for the duration of the 
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effect.  
30-31 The caster conjures some top shelf war gear, granting a +6 AC for CL 

turns. The gear grants +1d on all attempts to hide, sneak, climb, swim, or 
zip line, magically adjusting itself to assist in those tasks as needed.  
 
In addition, the war gear is covered in pouches, and the caster can attempt 
to retrieve a number of pieces of equipment equal to their Personality 
score from them over the duration of the spell. The caster must make a 
Luck check—success means they find the equipment they are seek, with 
a failed attempt counting as one of their allotted pieces. The equipment 
can be no weapon other than a dagger, be no larger than a brawler’s 
shield, and can only be equipment that is permissible for a standard 
Xcrawl event, e.g., no bombs, vials of poison, etc. Specific items, such as a 
compromising photo of a referee, cannot be conjured.  
 
The war gear also comes with a built-in weapon—a prehensile scorpion-
like tail with a wicked piercing blade that attacks any target within 10’ of 
the caster independently of the caster, allowing the blaster to cast spells 
or perform other actions. The tail strikes once per round with a +CL to hit 
bonus and doing 1d6 + CL damage. 

32+ The caster conjures some over-the-top war gear, granting a +8 AC for CL 
turns. The gear grants +1d on all attempts to hide, sneak, climb, swim, 
zip line, or batter down doors, magically adjusting itself to assist in those 
tasks as needed. In the event of a fall greater than 10’, the war gear breaks 
out in shock pancakes, reducing falling damage by half.  
 
In addition, the war gear is covered in pouches, and the caster can attempt 
to retrieve a number of pieces of equipment equal to their Personality 
score from them over the duration of the spell. The caster must make a 
DC 10 Intelligence check—success means they find the equipment they 
are seek, with a failed attempt counting as one of their allotted pieces. 
The equipment can be no weapon other than a dagger, be no larger than 
a brawler’s shield, and can only be equipment that is permissible for a 
standard Xcrawl event, e.g., no power tools, medusa heads, etc. Specific 
items, such as a map that shows where all the traps in the dungeon are, 
cannot be conjured.  
 
The war gear also comes with a built-in weapon—a shoulder-mounted 
automatic needle launcher manned by a tiny homunculus in an armored 
turret, which attacks independently of the caster. The launcher can fire 
thrice per round at a range of 60’/90’/120’, receiving a +6 to hit and 
doing 1d6 damage on a successful strike.  
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WEAVE 
 
Level: 1 Range: self or 30’ Duration: Varies, see below  Casting 
Time: 1 Action Save: See below 

  
General: The caster weaves items out of thin air. Blasters with this spell learn to weave 
temporary clothing, ropes, weapons, and armor. At its highest level, the spell can create 
bindings to immobilize one’s enemies.  
 
The caster selects a target (which may be themselves), and casts the spell. Items woven 
can have any reasonable appearance the caster chooses and is always a perfect fit for the 
target’s hand or body. Weaved items magically replace items the characters are 
wearing—if your target is wearing leather armor and the caster weaves half-plate round 
them, at the end of the spells duration the half-plate disappears and the target’s leather 
armor magically returns.  
 
Level 1 casters can create appropriately sized items for humanoid or halfling sized 
creatures. Level 3 casters can create appropriately sized items for ogre sized creatures, 
or 1’ tall creatures. Level 4 or higher casters can make appropriately sized items for 
creatures as small as 6” and as tall as 60’.  
 
On spellcheck results of 23 or less, the items conjured take a full round to weave into 
existence. There is no saving throw against the spell at this level, but the target must 
remain in their location while the item weaves: if a conscious and mobile creature 
doesn’t want to have the items to appear in their hands or on their bodies, then they can 
spend an action moving out of the spells effect range, effectively neutralizing the spell.  
 
On spellcheck results of 24 or more, conjured items appear instantly. Targets wishing to 
avoid the effect of results like manacles or force globes must make a Reflex save versus 
spell check. 
 
Successfully casting weave allows the caster to choose any result at or below the spell 
check.  

 
Manifestation Roll 1d4: (1) A flash of light, and then the item grows like a time-
lapse film of a plant growing; (2) The manifested items appear in a puff of colorful 
smoke and a distinctive noise; (3) Colored threads appear out of the air, weaving 
themselves into the spell result; (4) The individual components for conjured item 
appear to fly in from all directions and combine.  
 
Corruption Roll 1d6: (1) The caster becomes obsessed with DIY and must discard their 
equipment and replace it with new gear that they make themselves, either by hand or 
with weave; (2) You gain a second thumb on each hand; (3) You obsess over the atomic 
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basis of existence, and see life as no more than an elaboration of carbon. You take a -1d 
penalty on every social interaction other than intimidation as talking to you gets 
weirder and weirder; (4) You sprout 2d6 piercings with dream-realized jewelry; (5) The 
caster is permanently covered in shackles which reappear as soon as they are destroyed 
or removed. Movement rate is -10’, and the caster gains an AC +2 and a permanent 
armor check penalty of -2; (6) The caster’s hands fuse together at the fingertips. They 
take a -2d penalty for casting spells and are at a severe disadvantage or unable to 
perform most tasks involving the hands until they spend a full round ripping them 
apart, taking 1d6 damage in the process.  
 
Misfire Roll d4: (1) The caster manages to magically un-weave an item on their 
person, which first splits into individual threads of matter and then disappears 
completely and permanently [roll 1d6: 1- primary weapon; 2- clothing; 3- boots/ shoes; 
4- backpack, waterskin, or belt pouch; 5- randomly determined non-artifact magic item; 
6- randomly determined book or scroll]; (2) The same effect as a natural 1 misfire result 
but to an item owned by a randomly determined ally; (3) Caster conjures a strange, 
awkward, or unexpected item (choose or roll on Doug’s d200 Random Stuff  Chart, see 
DCC RPG Annual Volume 1); (4) The nearest enemy gains a new piece of equipment with 
the potential to change the balance of the encounter. Unintelligent creatures might gain 
perfectly form-fitting armor, intelligent creatures might get loaded shotguns, etc. 
 

1 Loss, Failure, and (roll 1d6, modified by Luck): (0 or less) Corruption + 
Misfire; (1-2) Corruption; (3+) Misfire.  

2-11 Loss + Failure  

12-13 The caster weaves a suit of clothing around one creature. The caster can 
create any combination that could reasonably be called an outfit—they 
could put the target in a full three-piece suit with a tie, vest, bowler hat, 
and fancy shoes (but not with accessories like a cane or a watch), or an 
evening gown with pumps and a wrap (but not a purse or an umbrella). 
Bizarre materials (such as goblin skin), strange configurations (such as 
two fedoras for shoes), or specialized equipment (such as a hazmat suit) 
cannot be created. The clothes last for CL turns.  

14-17 The caster weaves a mundane archaic melee weapon, standard for its 
type in form and quality, into existence in the target’s hand. The weapon 
lasts for CL rounds.  
 
Alternately, the caster can: 

• Create clothes as described in the 12-13 results as listed above with 
a duration of CL hours.  

18-19 The caster weaves a mundane medium shield, standard for its type in 
form and quality, into existence in the target’s hand, made of leather, 
wood, or steel (caster’s choice). The shield lasts CL+ 1d3 rounds.  
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Alternately, the caster can:  

• Weave a weapon as in result 14-17 with a duration of 1 turn per 
level. In addition, the weapon can be a thrown weapon, such as a 
javelin.  

• Create clothes as described in the 12-13 results as listed above, 
plus reasonable accessories (umbrellas, costume jewelry, eye wear, 
backpacks, analog watches, handbags, etc.), with a duration of CL 
hours. 

20-23 The caster weaves a suit of archaic armor, standard for its type in form 
and quality, into existence around the target. The caster chooses leather, 
chain mail, or half-plate armor. The armor has a duration of CL +1d3 
rounds.  
 
Alternately, the caster can: 

• Weave a mundane shield with a duration of CL turns.  

• Weave a weapon as in result 18-19 that is of highest quality, 
gaining a non-magical +1 to hit, or weave a pair of mundane 
melee weapons (such as a pair of short swords) of standard 
quality, with a duration of CL turns. 

• Create clothes as described in the 18-19 results as listed above with 
a duration of CL days. 

24-27 The caster weaves sturdy bonds into existence around a target. These are 
manacle and chains that prevent the target from using its arms or 
equivalent extremities. To escape, the target needs to make a Strength 
check (DC = spell check), a difficult Open Locks roll (DC = spell check, -
2d if the target is working to free themselves as opposed to an ally with 
full movement attempting to pick the locks), or some magical means. The 
bonds last for CL turns.  
 
Alternately, the caster can:   

• Weave a suit of archaic armor as in results 20-23. The armor can be 
an armored jacket, studded leather, scale mail, chainmail, half-
plate, or full plate. The armor has a duration of CL turns. 

• Weave a temporary magic shield with a +1 bonus on AC, attacks, 
and damage. The shield has a duration of CL +1d3 rounds.  

• Weave a weapon as in result 20-23 that is temporarily magic; the 
weapon glows and has +1 bonus to hit and damage, and a 
duration of CL +1d3 rounds. The caster can alternately summon 
either a mundane shortbow or longbow, with a duration of CL 
turns. The bow appears in the target’s hand, while a quiver with 
24 appropriate arrows weaves itself to an appropriate place on the 
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target’s body. 

• Create clothes as described in the 20-23 results as listed above with 
a duration of CL weeks. In addition, the caster can create specialty 
gear; hazmat suits, wetsuits, and mascot costumes are all 
possibilities.  

28-29 The caster weaves bonds of magical silver into existence around a target. 
These are manacle and chains that prevent the target from using its arms 
or equivalent extremities and prevent movement. To escape, the target 
needs to make a Strength check (DC = spell check), a difficult Open Locks 
roll (DC = spell check, -1d if the target is working to free themselves as 
opposed to an ally with full movement attempting to pick the locks), or 
some magical means. The bonds last for CL turns.  
 
Alternately, the caster can:  

• Weave a suit of armor as in results 20-23. The armor is magical, 
with a +1 bonus on AC and a -1 Armor Penalty. The armor lasts 1 
turn.  

• Weave a temporary magic shield with a +1 bonus per 2 caster 
levels on AC, attacks, and damage, and a duration of 1 turn. 

• Weave either a melee weapon, a thrown weapon, or a bow as in 
result 24-27 that is temporarily magic; the weapon glows and has 
+1 bonus to hit and damage per 2 caster levels. Magic weapons 
have a duration of CL +1d3 rounds. If the caster chooses a bow, it 
comes with 24 mundane arrows.  

• Create clothes as described in the 20-23 results as listed above that 
exist permanently.  

30+  The caster weaves an translucent globe of impenetrable force around a 
target. The globe is immovable, and the target within is trapped, but is 
safe from damage. The globe lasts CL turns.  
 
Alternately, the caster can:   

• Weave a suit of armor as in results 20-23. The armor is magical, 
with a +1 bonus on AC and a -1 armor check penalty per two 
caster levels. The armor lasts 1 turn.  

• Weave a temporary magic shield with a +1 bonus per 2 caster 
levels on AC, attacks, and damage, and a duration of 1 turn. 

• Weave either a melee weapon, a thrown weapon, or a bow as in 
result 24-27 that is temporarily magic; the weapon glows and has 
+1 bonus to hit and damage per 2 caster levels. Magic weapons 
have a duration of CL +1d6 rounds. If the caster chooses a bow, it 
comes with 24 arrows.  

• Create clothes as described in the 20-23 results as listed above that 
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exist permanently. 
 


